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Room Impulse Responses (RIRs) measured with microphone arrays capture spatial and non-
spatial information, e.g. the early reflections’ directions and times of arrival, the size of the
room and its absorption properties. The Reverberant Spatial Audio Object (RSAO) was proposed
as a method to encode room acoustic parameters from measured array RIRs. As the RSAO is
object-based audio compatible, its parameters can be rendered to arbitrary reproduction systems
and edited to modify the reverberation characteristics, to improve the user experience. Various
microphone array designs have been proposed for sound field and room acoustic analysis, but a
comparative performance evaluation is not available. This study assesses the performance of five
regular microphone array geometries (linear, rectangular, circular, dual-circular and spherical) to
capture RSAO parameters for the direct sound and early reflections of RIRs. The image source
method is used to synthesise RIRs at the microphone positions as well as at the centre of the array.
From the array RIRs, the RSAO parameters are estimated and compared to the reference param-
eters at the centre of the array. A performance comparison among the five arrays is established
as well as the effect of a rigid spherical baffle for the circular and spherical arrays. The effects
of measurement uncertainties, such as microphone misplacement and sensor noise errors, are also
studied. The results show that planar arrays achieve the most accurate horizontal localisation
whereas the spherical arrays perform best in elevation. Arrays with smaller apertures achieve a
higher number of detected reflections, which becomes more significant for the smaller room with
higher reflection density.
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1. Introduction

Room Impulse Response (RIR) measurements are one of the most common methods to estimate
acoustic properties of a room. A RIR measured with a single microphone provides a representation
of the acoustic energy density as a function of time at a specific position in space. From the RIR,
objective measures can be estimated (e.g. the reverberation time (T60)), some of which may provide
physical information (such as the times of arrival (TOAs) of the early reflections), or might relate to
perceptual attributes considered useful in concert hall acoustics (for instance, intimacy [1, p. 513]).
Measuring RIRs with a microphone array additionally allows spatial information to be extracted, such
as the directions of arrival (DOAs) of the early reflections.

The information contained within spatial RIRs can be used to recreate reverberation over a spatial
audio system. An overview of approaches to reverberation synthesis can be found in [2]. Traditionally,
spatial sound has been consumed in a channel-based format where the content is produced with prior
knowledge of the reproduction setup. In this case reverberation is fixed for a particular loudspeaker
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layout. Object-based audio, on the other hand, allows a format-agnostic representation, where the
audio sources and their metadata form audio objects, which can then be edited before rendering
the scene through arbitrary reproduction systems [3]. In this context, reverberation may also be
rendered to different loudspeaker layouts and edited in production and reproduction to enhance the
user experience, provided it can be parametrised.

A summary of the most relevant parametric reverb methods as well as their advantages and disad-
vantages with respect to object-based audio are given in [4]. Among those that measure RIRs using
microphone arrays, the Spatial Impulse Response Rendering (SIRR) encodes the DOA and the dif-
fuseness coefficient from B-format RIRs for each time-frequency window [5]. However, some of
its parameters are not intuitively editable during encoding [4]. The Spatial Decomposition Method
(SDM) determines the DOAs of the image sources from array RIRs for each time window along the
entire RIR, which is used to spatialise a reference omnidirectional RIR [6]. Plane-Wave Decompo-
sition (PWD) has also been used to encode reflections [7, 8], which are easily editable. However,
the low-level parameter description in SDM and PWD requires a large number of plane waves to be
encoded and a high-count loudspeaker setup for accurate diffuse rendering of late reverberation [4].

The Reverberant Spatial Audio Object (RSAO) encodes low-level parameters of the early reflec-
tions (assumed to be specular) based on their DOA, TOA amplitude and frequency shaping whilst
modelling the late reverberation as the energy decay for each octave band [9]. Thus, RSAO has the
advantage that the early reflections can be edited from the physical parameters of the room measure-
ment but can also be abstracted to higher-level descriptions such as envelopment or intimacy. The late
reverberation can potentially be edited based on a physical model (relating to the room volume and
surface absorption) or mapping to perceptual attributes or direct-to-reverberant ratio [4].

The above approaches used various microphone array geometries to test and evaluate the proposed
parameterisation methods. The objective of this letter is to compare the performance of different mi-
crophone array designs to capture early reflection parameters. The RSAO is chosen as the framework
to analyse and extract the early reflection parameters due to its format-agnostic approach and intuitive
analysis and edition of its parameters.

2. Microphone array designs

The performance of array processing methods is determined by the microphone array design in
combination with the signal processing technique. There exist many possible designs for pressure mi-
crophone arrays. Uniform linear arrays are commonly used due to their simplicity but are unable to
resolve the DOA in three dimensions (due to unavoidable front-back and elevation ambiguities). Hor-
izontal planar arrays also feature up-down confusion. Some microphone array geometries are linked
to specific applications or signal processing techniques. For instance, spherical/circular harmonic
decomposition (SHD/CHD) are usually applied to uniform spherical/circular microphone arrays, re-
spectively, to map the pressure signals to their equivalent harmonics. The same applies to PWD as
the latter is a particular case of the SHD [8, 10] and therefore they share the same challenges in terms
of the microphone array design.

In particular, all circular/spherical designs based on SHD and PWD are sensitive to noise at kr ≤
n - where k is the wave number, r is the sphere radius and n is the spherical harmonic order - due
to the low condition number of the high-order Bessel functions. For the same reason, open spherical
and circular microphone arrays are also ill-conditioned at kr ≥ n [11]. The latter can be overcome by
using solid spheres. However, large solid spheres may not be realisable practically [12], unlike open
spheres, and may alter the sound field in room acoustics due to the scattering of the baffle [11].

Alternatives to the solid sphere to overcome the singularities of open spheres at high frequen-
cies are dual- and multiple-radius spheres/circles [12, 13] or a combination of pressure and velocity
microphones [14, 15]. However, they require twice as many microphones and pressure-gradient mi-
crophones are more sensitive to noise at low frequencies and their directivity pattern is frequency
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Figure 1: Block diagram of the simulation tool built

dependent. The spherical shell was proposed by Rafaely where microphones are placed within the
volume of two spheres with equal sensor spacing [16]. For spherical arrays with non-uniformly dis-
tributed microphones, an optimisation method was proposed to approximate the beampattern of an
equivalent modal beamformer [17]. To the authors’ knowledge, the only study comparing array ge-
ometries showed that the angular resolution of spherical and rectangular arrays are similar using PWD
when the rectangular side equates the sphere diameter [10].

From the above it is seen that first, SHD imposes certain limitations to the array design. Secondly,
it is unclear how different array geometries would perform to capture reverberation parameters as
there are no comparative studies. This is because signal processing methods tend to be prioritised
over microphone array designs. Hence, this study evaluates the performance of five different open
array geometries (linear, rectangular, circular, dual-circular and spherical) and two rigid baffled arrays
(circular and spherical) to capture early reflection RSAO parameters.

3. Methodology

A simulation tool was implemented to undertake the comparative analysis of different microphone
arrays capturing RSAO parameters. The first part is the initialisation stage where the microphone
array design and room are input variables. The specific array geometry, number of sensors and spacing
can be selected as well as the position of the centre of the array in the room. These parameters are
used to generate RIRs up to second-order reflections using the Image Source Method (ISM) both at
the array microphone positions as well as at the centre of the array. The array RIRs are passed on to
the RSAO parametrisation module which extracts the reverb parameters. Finally, RSAO parameters
are compared against the ground truth at the centre of the array by converting them to measurable
metrics before calculating the errors. A block diagram of the simulation tool is shown in Figure 1.

The ISM, originally presented in [18], is a widely used method to simulate RIRs by mirroring
the sound source through each boundary, creating equivalent "free field" image sources. Petersen
proposed a method to model reflections arriving at inter-sample time instants [19], which is important
for microphone array applications. Jarret et al. proposed a method to model both open array RIRs
in the frequency domain and rigid-baffled array RIRs in the frequency domain using the SHD [20],
which is adopted in this study. Reflections up to second order only are modelled - since the focus of
this work is on the early reflections - giving a total of 24 image sources plus the direct sound. As the
direct sound and the early reflections are encoded in the same way, hereafter the term early reflections
will also include the direct sound. Octave band absorption coefficients were obtained by selecting
appropriate materials from [21] to match the boundary finishes of the actual rooms being simulated.
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3.1 Reverberant Spatial Audio Object (RSAO)

The RSAO is a method to parametrise measured RIRs. The original implementation was pre-
sented by Remaggi et al. [9], consisting of the following steps: First, a peak detection for each
microphone channel is performed using the dynamic programming phase-slope algorithm (DYPSA)
[22], which is then refined by an amplitude threshold of 25 dB below the maximum peak, a minimum
separation between peaks of 2 ms and a group delay slope of 0.2. Then the TOA estimates are clus-
tered (C-DYPSA [23]) for all microphone channels deleting also potential outliers. Only the first two
reflections apart from the direct sound are encoded. For each reflection, the average TOA across all
channels is the encoded TOA, which is also used as the reference point to window the RIRs [23] using
a fixed-length window, before being sent to the delay-and-sum beamformer (DSB) [24] to obtain the
DOA. The frequency shaping of the reflections is approximated from the windowed RIRs using 17
linear predicitive coding (LPC) coefficients [25]. The encoded frequency response and energy are the
average LPC and windowed RIRs across all channels, respectively. The late reverberation is encoded
as the energy decay per octave band.

Modifications of the state-of-the-art implementation have been made for this study. First, since
the interest of this study relies on the early reflections, the late reverberation is not parametrised but
the total number of peaks to be detected is increased to 25. Similarly, the minimum separation to
detect adjacent peaks was reduced to 20 samples (i.e. 0.4 ms at 48 kHz) in order to enhance the peak
detection time resolution. The amplitude threshold was set to -35 dB of the direct sound at the centre
of the array to improve the dynamic range while limiting noise peaks being detected when modelling
sensor noise. The clustering of C-DYPSA is modified to allow several reflections of a given channel
to be shifted at once if all their differences with respect to the median of their previous or following
reflections are smaller than their own median. This is required as DOA for consecutive reflections
may not be the same, leading to some channels being able to detect both reflections when they are
more than 20 samples apart, but not for other channels, therefore requiring realignment. Positions of
elements after being moved are left empty unless being occupied by another element. Subsequently,
reflections are checked to be detected by a minimum of 12 microphones to improve its robustness.

The resulting TOA matrix is used to calculate a range within which the RIRs will be windowed.
This is given by TOArange = [TOAmid − 3/4Taperture, TOAmid + 3/4Taperture], where
TOAmid = (TOAmax − TOAmin) /2, TOAmin and TOAmax are the minimum and maximum TOAs
among all microphone channels for a given detected reflection, and Taperture is the time it takes for
the sound to travel between the two furthest microphones of the array. The selection of this TOArange

improves the likelihood that the reflection will be included in all channels even when the TOAmax

and TOAmin do not correspond exactly to the nearest and furthest microphones for that reflection.
Using TOArange the RIRs are windowed around each reflection and beamformed to extract the TOA
of the array manifold in addition to the DOA, which has proven to be a more robust prediction than
the average TOA among all channels. LPC coefficients are encoded from the beamformed signal.

4. Simulations

A 48-microphone dual-circular array was used by Remaggi et al. [9] to capture RSAO parame-
ters. Here the aim is to compare the performance of five open array configurations (linear, rectangular,
circular, dual-circular and spherical) and two arrays (circular and spherical) mounted on a spherical
rigid baffle, capturing RSAO parameters, using the dual-circular array as the benchmark. The latter
features 48 microphones uniformly spaced over two circumferences of radii 0.085 and 0.107 m. Two
design criteria were chosen to compare the different array geometries: fixing the number of micro-
phones and the sensor spacing (distance between two closest microphones) and fixing the number of
microphones and the array aperture (maximum size of the array). The equivalent array aperture or
microphone spacing for each array geometry depending on the design criterion is given in Table 1.
The rectangular array was the only design to use 49 microphones for it to be an even square.
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Table 1: Varying aperture and spacing of array geometries depending on design criteria

Array design
criterion Linear Rectangular Circular / Rigid

circular
Dual-

circular
Spherical / Rigid

spherical
Fixed spacing

(varying aperture)
1.37 m

0.24 m (0.17 m
in x and y)

0.43 m 0.21 m 0.11 m

Fixed aperture
(varying spacing)

0.005 m 0.036 m 0.014 m 0.029 m 0.056 m

Two rooms with different sizes and absorption characteristics were modelled. The smaller room
(Audio Booth) of dimensions 4.12 x 4.98 x 2.1 m and absorption characteristics similar to those of a
listening room has a mid-frequency T60 (Tmf60) below 0.2 s. Vislab is a larger audio-visual lab with
dimensions 7.79 x 11.84 x 4.02 m and a reported Tmf60 < 0.4 s although this was measured with a
large curtain covering the back half of the room, reducing its effective volume. The full empty room
is modelled here to obtain the reflections from the back. Equivalent positions from those taken during
recordings in [23] were chosen for the centre of the microphone arrays and the source which was
positioned at (r = 1.68 m, φ = −30◦, θ = 30◦) with respect to the array centre. The effect of sensor
noise was also modelled for some scenarios as uncorrelated normally-distributed random noise with
a variance σ2

noise such that 10 log10
(
σ2
noise/x

2
ref

)
= −50 dB where xref is the amplitude of the direct

sound at the array centre. Deviation of the ideal microphone positions was also considered using a
uniform distribution with maximum offset of ±2 mm for each x, y and z dimensions.

4.1 Evaluation

The reference DOA and TOA are obtained directly from the ISM. Their parametrised counterparts
are given by the RSAO encoding. The other two parameters are the RMS amplitude and the LPC co-
efficients which are used alongside the TOA to synthesise the parametrised RIR. RIRs are windowed
around the TOA to evaluate each peak’s energy and frequency response.

Since the number of detected peaks is often smaller than the number of total early reflections, in
order to correctly assign each detected reflection to the equivalent reference reflection, the TOAref

which is closest to each TOAparam is found. If two or more parameters have the same TOA error,
the one whose DOA error is smallest is selected and the others are considered as repeated peaks or
false positives, depending on whether they are below the TOA and DOA thresholds (see below). As
mentioned in section 2, planar arrays feature up-down indetermination whereas the linear array is
unable to resolve around a cone of confusion. This means that they could exhibit any value from the
indetermination, leading to very large errors in DOA when compared to the spherical array. Thus,
the planar arrays are evaluated on the upper hemisphere only. The linear array is evaluated along the
front half of the equator by setting the elevation to zero and converting the azimuth to a lateral angle.

Before evaluating the overall error of each parameter for a given array design, thresholds for the
DOAs and TOAs are imposed to prevent very large errors (false positives) from compromising the
final root mean square error (RMSE) values. The extraction of the TOA from the DSB makes it
very accurate and a threshold of TOAerror ≤ 0.1 ms was found to ensure the correct reflection is
captured as larger errors led to different reflections (or artefacts) being encoded instead. For the DOA
thresholds, an initial simulation was carried out to assess the DOA errors for all array designs with
both design criteria under ideal conditions for a single sound source in free field at 10 m from the
array manifold. Azimuth and elevation errors were calculated for a sound source at every azimuth
φ in the horizontal plane and every elevation θ in the median plane, respectively. The maximum
DOA errors were 5◦ in azimuth for the linear array and 20◦ in elevation for the rectangular array,
which represent errors due to the DSB only as no reflections were considered. The analysis of the
equivalent array designs in both rooms under study show that the distribution of the probability density
function (PDF) of the directional errors is clustered within ±5◦ in azimuth and ±15◦ in elevation, with
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single-occurrence events at much larger angle errors. From both analyses it was determined that the
former represent fine errors due to the DSB resolution and the latter are false positives which will
be discarded for the RMSE evaluation. The higher elevation error for the free field case is because
the room simulation does not generate reflections at every possible DOA, and thus the worst-case
scenario was not found. However, for compatibility with other source and microphone positions the
maximum free field elevation error was set as the threshold DOAel error ≤ 20◦, without altering the
RMSEs, and with DOAaz error ≤ 5◦. Nevertheless, there is certain relaxation in the selection of
the DOA thresholds due to the PDF distribution being clustered around 0 as mentioned above and
because the TOA threshold also needs to be complied with, which is often more onerous for false
positive rejections.

4.2 Results

Table 2 shows the results for the Audio Booth under ideal conditions with fixed spacing and
aperture designs. Fixing the spacing, the number of correct peaks is smallest for the linear array (6),
followed by the circular arrays and finally the rectangular, dual-circular and spherical (16) out of a
total of 25 reflections being modelled in all scenarios. It is seen that the smaller the aperture of the
array the more correct reflections are detected. This is because the DSB windows the RIRs around the
detected peaks based on the array aperture. Thus, large arrays are more likely to have two reflections
within a given window and therefore will detect fewer reflections overall. Conversely, if the arrays
are compared fixing their aperture, the number of correct peaks is very similar across all geometries.

Table 3 shows the equivalent results obtained for Vislab. The number of correct peaks increases
compared to those in the Audio Booth. This is because the reflections are sparser in time due to
its larger volume and more reflections can be detected independently. The baffled arrays in some
cases detected fewer reflections than their open counterparts due to the additional signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) required to detect peaks by all microphones due to the shadowing of the baffle. The SNR
for the peak detection was set to -35 dB of the direct sound in order to minimise noise detection when
present, limiting the detection of later reflections captured by the occluded microphones of the baffled
arrays. This is also seen for the fixed spacing design in the Audio Booth (Table 2).

Table 4 shows the results in the Audio Booth in presence of sensor noise or sensor offset. Under
sensor noise the number of correct peaks reduced by 1 for the rectangular and rigid circular and by
2 for the dual-circular, remaining the same for the other arrays. Similarly, the effect of microphone
misplacement reduces the number of correct peaks by 1 or 2, due to an increase in false positives,
except for the linear and circular arrays which remained unaltered. It is worth noting that the effects
of sensor noise and array offset are shown for the Audio Booth as it represents a more challenging
environment due to the higher reflection density. However, smaller variations in correct peaks were
seen in Vislab when modelling sensor noise or offset compared to the ideal case.

The TOA and DOA errors are very consistent for all the array designs and scenarios under study,
with TOARMSE < 0.05 ms and DOAazRMSE < 2◦. For the Audio Booth and a fixed aperture crite-
rion, DOAazRMSE is smaller than 0.5◦ under ideal conditions, with the linear array having the largest
error and the circular, dual-circular and spherical arrays showing the smallest errors. DOAazRMSEs

increase very marginally when including sensor offset, proving that the DSB is a robust method
against positioning errors. In terms of elevation both spherical arrays outperform all the other arrays
with errors below 1◦ even with positioning offset. This shows the near-uniform resolution of this
geometry both in azimuth and elevation. The largest DOAelRMSE was given by the rigid circular
array with a value close to 6◦. This was found to be because of the small amplitude of the shadowed
microphones to the overall maximum beamformed output signal which results in larger ambiguity
near the equator. A filter-and-sum or other weighted beamforming method is expected to improve
the performance of the rigid circular array. Finally, the DOA errors increase slightly for all arrays in
Vislab.
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Table 2: RSAO reflection accuracy for Audio Booth, ideal conditions: fixed spacing vs fixed aperture

Array Fixed spacing Fixed aperture

geometry Correct
peaks

TOA
RMSE [ms]

DOA az
RMSE [◦]

DOA el
RMSE [◦]

Correct
peaks

TOA
RMSE [ms]

DOA az
RMSE [◦]

DOA el
RMSE [◦]

Linear 6 0.03 1.68 - - 15 0.02 0.63 - -
Rectangular 14 0.02 0.60 4.04 14 0.02 0.48 2.28

Circular 11 0.03 0.30 2.02 15 0.02 0.26 3.16
Dual-circular 15 0.02 0.25 3.03 15 0.02 0.25 3.03

Spherical 16 0.02 1.16 0.94 14 0.02 0.30 0.53
Rigid circular 12 0.04 0.26 4.18 14 0.03 0.53 5.81

Rigid spherical 14 0.02 1.65 1.00 14 0.03 0.31 0.76

Table 3: RSAO reflection accuracy for Vislab, ideal conditions: fixed spacing vs fixed aperture

Array Fixed spacing Fixed aperture

geometry Correct
peaks

TOA
RMSE [ms]

DOA az
RMSE [◦]

DOA el
RMSE [◦]

Correct
peaks

TOA
RMSE [ms]

DOA az
RMSE [◦]

DOA el
RMSE [◦]

Linear 14 0.03 2.02 - - 18 0.03 1.68 - -
Rectangular 18 0.03 0.48 3.38 18 0.03 1.04 3.06

Circular 17 0.03 0.32 2.29 18 0.03 0.39 3.37
Dual-circular 18 0.03 0.42 3.83 18 0.03 0.42 3.83

Spherical 18 0.02 1.67 1.20 19 0.03 0.91 0.65
Rigid circular 14 0.04 0.24 4.83 16 0.03 0.68 5.88

Rigid spherical 18 0.02 1.67 1.33 15 0.03 0.57 0.63

Table 4: RSAO reflection accuracy for Audio Booth with fixed aperture: sensor noise vs sensor offset

Array Sensor noise Sensor offset

geometry Correct
peaks

TOA
RMSE [ms]

DOA az
RMSE [◦]

DOA el
RMSE [◦]

Correct
peaks

TOA
RMSE [ms]

DOA az
RMSE [◦]

DOA el
RMSE [◦]

Linear 15 0.02 1.00 - - 15 0.02 1.39 - -
Rectangular 13 0.02 0.42 2.34 13 0.02 0.81 2.99

Circular 15 0.02 0.00 3.04 15 0.03 0.41 3.15
Dual-circular 13 0.02 0.00 3.31 13 0.02 0.49 3.37

Spherical 14 0.03 0.32 0.60 13 0.02 0.31 0.55
Rigid circular 13 0.03 0.28 5.68 12 0.02 0.67 6.61

Rigid spherical 14 0.03 0.53 0.53 13 0.03 0.44 0.73

5. Conclusion

A method to evaluate the performance of different array designs to capture early reflection RSAO
parameters has been presented. RIRs up to second-order reflection were generated using the ISM
for five open arrays and two rigid-baffled arrays and their parameters were extracted and compared
against a ground-truth reference. The results show that the larger the array the fewer number of correct
reflections are detected, since the beamformer needs to window the RIRs based on the array aperture.
Similarly, more correct reflections were detected in the larger room Vislab as their reflections are
sparser in time, reducing the likelihood of several reflections falling within a given time window and
therefore maximising the total number of reflections being detected. To resemble some measurement
conditions, sensor noise and positioning offset were also modelled. The method seemed fairly robust
to these tolerances as the number of correct reflections remained unaltered or reduced by one or two,
becoming more negligible for the larger room. The smallest DOA errors in azimuth were given by the
circular and dual-circular arrays of approximately 0.5◦ (even under non-ideal conditions), highlighting
the good horizontal localisation of planar arrays, with the linear array featuring the largest and yet
small error below 2◦. The spherical array showed the smallest elevation error, being this very similar
to that in azimuth, re-emphasising the uniform 3D localisation resolution inherent in its geometry.
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